The Medical Curriculum. Except for the novelty of the thing, and the fact that the subjects of study are quite different from all that he has hitherto been accustomed to, the work of the first two years is apt to be found a trifle dull. To some, in fact, it would be not only dull, but loathsome, were it not that at a good medical school everything is arranged in steps and stages each of which leads to an examination, so that the element of competition is introduced from the very beginning. "We strongly advise the student to enter with spirit from the very commencement into all these class examinations. We often hear it said that knowledge should be sought for its own sake, which isall very fine, but we doubt whether tbat is a sentiment which will spur many young fellows on to the making of elaborate dissections of trumpery superficial nerves, and go to all the apparently aimless labour which is. necessary if they are to get a good working knowledge of their anatomy. But youth is always competitive, and if students would give as full play to the spirit of competition even in those much maligned things " class, examinations " as they do in their sports they will find that even the grubby details of dissecting become full of interest.
First Winter Session.
To begin then with the work of the first winter session. In this the student will attend lectures on elementary anatomy, biology, and chemistry, and will do practical work in each subject. In all these subjects steady work must be done, and the student will find that he has his hands pretty full if he is to keep pace in his reading with the lectures and demonstrations. Biology must especially be attended to, because if he wishes to avoid losing time?and loss of time always means increased expense?he must be able at the end of his first winter to pass the biological part of the first examination. If, however, he accomplishes this satisfactorily he then during the First Summer Session studies chemistry, physics, and physiology, and also materia medica and practical pharmacy. At the end of this session he should be able to pass the chemistry and physics parts of the first examination, and, if possible, the examination on practical pharmacy.
Second Winter Session.
He thus gets entirely rid of the elementary subjects, and in his second winter session he is able to devote himself exclusively to anatomy and physiology, which are the subjects on which he will next be examined.
Second Summer Session.
In the second summer session, however, when he cannot well be dissecting, be Avill at some schools begin to get a little clinical work in the hospital. During the following two years the student will find his time fully occupied in going systematically through the various appointments open to him in the hospital. Medicine, surgery, and pathology will be studied in the wards, in the operating theatre, and in the dead-house ; midwifery will be practically worked at in the maternity department, and lectures on all sorts of subjects will be attended, and altogether the student will feel that he never was so busy in his life. At the end of this time he will, if he is wise, pass the midwifery portion of his final examination. Of late years the examinations have been so severe that in estimating the expense of a medical education we would not advise a parent to cut it too fine, or to count too confidently on the curriculum being gone through without a " plough" on one or other of the subjects.
